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Global warming accelerates decomposition of soil organic
carbon(SOC)poolswithvaryingratesandtemperaturesensitivities.
Blackcarbon(BC)materialsareamongtheslowestdecomposing
components of the SOC pool. Although BC is a large
component of SOC in many systems, the influence of temperature
on decomposition of BC bearing different chemical and
physical structures remains poorly understood. Four BC
materials, produced by carbonizing corn residue and oak
wood at 350 and 600 °C (corn-350-BC, corn-600-BC, oak-350-
BC, and oak-600-BC), were mixed with pure sand and incubated
at 4, 10, 20, 30, 45, and 60 °C for 1 year. Corn-BC was more
porous than oak-BC as determined by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). Increasing the charring temperature from
350 to 600 °C led to greater aromaticity with 5-15% more C in
aromatic rings and a 39-57% increase in both nonprotonated
aromatic C and aromatic bridgehead C quantified by nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and a greater degree
of order and development of C layers as observed by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). With a temperature
increase from 4 to 60 °C, C loss of corn-350-BC increased from
10 to 20%, corn-600-BC, from 4 to 20%, oak-350-BC, from 2.3
to 15%, and oak-600-BC from 1.5 to 14% of initial C content,
respectively. Temperature sensitivity (Q10) decreased with
increasing incubation temperature and was highest in oak-600-
BC, followed by oak-350-BC, corn-600-BC, and corn-350-BC,
indicatingthatdecompositionofmorestableBCwasmoresensitive
to increased temperature than less stable materials. Carbon
loss and potential cation exchange capacity (CECp) significantly
(p < 0.05) correlated with O/C ratios and change in O/C
ratios, suggesting that oxidative processes were the most
important mechanism controlling BC decomposition in
this study.

Introduction

The temperature sensitivity of the decomposition (here
synonymous with mineralization and C loss) of resistant soil
C pools is still under debate. A number of studies report
increasing sensitivity of stable soil organic carbon (SOC) to
warming, relative to young and labile SOC pools (1-4).
Conversely, Liski et al. (5) concluded that in response to
warming, decomposition of the resistant SOC pool was less
sensitive than that of labile pools and Giardina and Ryan (6)
even reported that decomposition of SOC in forest mineral
soil was not influenced by increased temperature.

These apparent discrepancies may be explained by
variation in soil characteristics that limit decomposer access
to SOC, e.g. the formation of aggregates or organo-mineral
interactions (3). Since decomposers’ access to SOC is less
affected by temperature than microbial metabolism on the
short-term (3), warming may not increase decomposition
when the physical protection of SOC is significant.

In addition to physical protection, chemical recalcitrance
influences SOC decomposition rates. Black carbon (BC) is a
highly recalcitrant form of C in soils and accounts for a
considerable proportion of SOC, for example up to 45% (by
mass) in German Chernozemic soils (7, 8), up to 35% in a
range of US agricultural soils (9), and on average 20% for a
continental-scale analysis of Australian soils (10). BC was
estimated to have mean residence times of a thousand years
or more in soil (10-12). In contrast to non-BC organic matter
in soils, the highest proportion of BC occurs in the light
fraction (13), rather than the mineral-bound fraction of SOC.
Therefore, the temperature sensitivity of BC may be largely
controlled by its intrinsic chemical recalcitrance rather than
physical protection.

In addition, BC materials greatly differ in chemical,
physical, and structural properties and therefore stability
against decomposition, depending on production temper-
ature and BC precursor material (14). BC is the product of
incomplete combustion of vegetation (15) and has a high
degree of aromaticity (16, 17). The defining feature of BC is
an elevated elemental C content from condensed aromatic
rings (18), having both microcrystalline graphitic structure
(19) as well as amorphous nonorganized structure (20). With
increasing charring temperature, polyaromatic sheets, com-
posed of basic aromatic units, partly stack over each other
(21), forming three-dimensional structures and very het-
erogeneous particles (22). BC stability is likely determined
by both chemical forms and micro- and nanostructural
physical characteristics. The temperature sensitivity of
decomposition is thought to increase with greater recalci-
trance (3). How sensitively BC materials with differing
properties respond to a warming environment has not yet
been quantified.

While warming typically increases microbial activity,
individual microbial communities have a specific temper-
ature range over which the SOC decomposition rate is
optimized (23). Several authors show a link between BC
degradation and microbial activity (24-26). However, abiotic
oxidation of BC (20) is also accelerated by the increase in
temperature. Cheng et al. (27) reported a higher O content
when BC particles were incubated at 70 °C than at 30 °C after
gamma irradiation, indicating that BC oxidation may occur
abiotically beyond the optimum generally considered for
microbial activity. The same authors (28) observed a sig-
nificant positive correlation between the formation of oxygen
functional groups on BC and increasing mean annual
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temperature. Therefore, it is not clear whether an optimum
also exists for BC decomposition.

To address these knowledge gaps, this study investigates
the effects of temperature on decomposition of BC materials
with contrasting recalcitrance to test the hypotheses that (a)
decomposition rates of BC increase with higher incubation
temperature and (b) decomposition of more stable BC
materials characterized by greater abundance of condensed
aromatic C is more sensitive to increased temperature than
that of less stable BC materials.

Materials and Methods
Experiment. Four BC materials (corn-350-BC, corn-600-BC,
oak-350-BC, and oak-600-BC) were produced by carbonizing
total corn crop residue (Zea mays L.) and wood shavings of
oak (Quercus ssp.) at 350 and 600 °C using slow pyrolysis
(29). Details of methods as well as initial chemical charac-
teristics are described in the Supporting Information. In brief,
all BC materials were incubated in sand culture at six different
temperatures using eight replicates. Carbon loss, contents
of N, H, O, and CECp (potential cation exchange capacity)
were determined after 1 year as described in the Supporting
Information.

Microstructures of the BC particles were investigated using
a LEO (ZEISS) 1550 scanning electron microscope (SEM).
The sample particles were mounted on an aluminum stub
and were coated with carbon. Because the particles were
thick and presented with features on the micrometer scale,
the coating material did not interfere with the scanned
images.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of BC
particles were collected using a FEI Tecnai T12 Spirit Twin
TEM/STEM at 120 kV (5350 NE Dawson Creek Drive Hillsboro,
Oregon). The materials were finely ground (30), suspended
in ethanol, briefly sonicated (31), and deposited on a Lacey
carbon-coated copper grid.

Functional group chemistry of the initial BC was deter-
mined by direct polarization (DP-) 13C NMR spectroscopy.
The average size of aromatic domains, number of oxygen
atoms and alkyl side chains attached to each cluster, and

average length of the side chains were calculated as described
in the Supporting Information.

Statistical Analysis. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
applied using a completely randomized factorial design with
eight replicates and three experimental factors. A student
test was used to classify any significant difference in means
between treatments. All statistical analyses and model fitting
were done with JMP software 6.0, Sigma plot 11, and Microsoft
Excel.

Results
Microstructure of BC. The SEM images reflect representative
parts of BC from both corn residue and oak wood used in
this study (Figure 1). The plant cell structure of the original
biomass materials was clearly visible for the BC particles
formed at both 350 and 600 °C. At the microscale, corn-BC
appeared more porous than oak-BC and the cell walls of
corn-BC were thinner than that of oak-BC.

Nanostructure of BC. In general, oak-BC showed slightly
more parallel orientation of C layers than corn-BC (Figure
2) at both production temperatures. Corn-350-BC was
composed of short C layers, which arranged rather randomly,
forming an amorphous structure (Figure 2A). In contrast,
parts of oak-350-BC tended to include circular C structures
with a diameter of less than 1 nm (Figure 2C). Parallel
arrangement of 3-5 C layers formed slightly curved shapes
in corn-600-BC with an interlayer spacing of 0.38-0.41 nm
(Figure 2B) whereas oak-600-BC may include weak lattice
structures (Figure 2D). Increasing carbonization temperature
led to slightly better ordered C layers and elongation of C
layers for both types of BC, though amorphous C structures
prevailed. Corn-BC appeared to show a greater increase in
C layer orientation when pyrolysis temperature was increased
compared to oak-BC.

Functional Group Chemistry and Structure of BC
Materials. Aromaticity increased from 83-86% to 90-94%
when charring temperature was increased from 350 to
600 °C, with 5-15% more C in aromatic rings (Table 1 and
Figure S3). Conversely, total aliphatic C was higher in
materials formed at the lower charring temperature. Non-

FIGURE 1. SEM images showing the morphology of BC materials: (A) corn at 350 °C, (B) corn at 600 °C, (C) oak at 350 °C, and (D)
oak at 600 °C. A and D are images capturing cross sections whereas B and C are derived from a longitudinal section of the
materials at the same magnification of 1 K. See Figure S1a and b of the Supporting Information for additional SEM images.
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protonated aromatic C increased by 43-57%, and aromatic
bridgehead C by 39% with increasing charring temperature.
At 600 °C, aromatic clusters contained on average 38-40
aromatic C atoms with 4 out of 7 linkages to neighboring
clusters (Figure S4). At 350 °C, cluster sizes were only 19
aromatic C atoms large with two links to neighboring clusters.

BC Mineralization. BC was mineralized to a greater extent
when incubation temperature was increased from 4 to 30 °C,
at which C loss was 4.6% and 14.6%, respectively (data
calculated, based on the fitted model). Remaining C (percent
of initial C) of corn-BC was significantly lower than that of

oak-BC, and remaining C of 350-BC was significantly lower
than that of 600-BC at any incubation temperature (Figure
3B). The change of BC mineralization as a function of
incubation temperature significantly depended on BC types.
For example, the temperature sensitivity of corn-600-BC from
4 to 30 °C incubation temperature was greater than that of
corn-350-BC (Figure 3B).

On the basis of the fitted model (Supporting Information
Table S2), corn-BC lost more C per degree Celsius increase
in incubation temperature (parameter b) compared to oak-
BC. The fitted model also showed that b (rate of C loss per

FIGURE 2. TEM images of the BC materials. The arrow in panel B indicates an oval shape of a size of a few nanometers formed by
curling of C layers. The arrows in the panels indicate features discussed in the text. See Figure S2a and b of the Supporting
Information for additional images.

TABLE 1. Relative Proportion (percent of BC-C) of Chemical Functional Groups of BC Determined by DP 13C NMR

corn-350-BC corn-600-BC oak-350-BC oak-600-BC

carbon functional groups (measured)
total aromatic C (>95 ppm) 83.0 94.1 85.9 90.2
aromatic C in rings 76.9 88.2 82.8 86.6
carbonyl (>165 ppm) 6.1 5.9 3.1 3.6
protonated aromatic C 17.6 3.3 29.0 5.7
nonprotonated aromatic C 59.3 84.9 53.8 84.5
phenolic or aromatic ether (145-165 ppm) 6.4 7.3 11.4 9.5
aromatic bridgehead C 44.2 61.3 42.4 59.0
total alkyl C (<95 ppm) 17.0 5.9 14.1 6.2

carbon structural properties (calculated)
ave number of aromatic C per cluster 19 40 18 37
ave number of oxygen attachments per cluster 1.6 3.3 2.5 3.9
ave number of alkyl attachments per cluster 2.2 7.4 2.7 6.6
ave number of alkyl C per side chain 1.9 0.4 1.1 0.4
total C observed (spin counting, (10) 110 91 104 98
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increase in °C incubation temperature) decreased with
increasing charring temperature. We conclude from this that
incubation temperature had a lower influence on absolute
C loss of the more structurally ordered BC materials such as
oak-BC and BC produced at higher charring temperature.

The C loss of corn-350-BC, incubated at 4 °C, was as much
as 53% of that incubated at 60 °C, followed by corn-600-BC
(21%), oak-350-BC (16%) and then oak-600-BC (11%) (Figure
4). Increasing the incubation temperature resulted in different
increases in the proportion of C loss, depending on tem-
perature ranges and BC materials. The greatest increase in
C loss of approximately 25-28% was similar for corn-600-
BC and oak-350-BC, when increasing the incubation tem-
perature from 4 to 10 °C and from 10 to 20 °C.

Oxygen Content and CEC. With increasing incubation
temperature, the O/C ratios increased and a first order model
was a good fit (r2 ) 0.96) to the data points (Figure 5A). At
temperatures higher than 10 °C, the O/C ratios of the 4 BC
materials after incubation were significantly greater than
before incubation. Relative increases in O/C ratios as a
function of incubation temperature were significant (P < 0.05)
and similar among the four BC materials. However, the
absolute values of O/C ratios were highest in corn-350-BC,

followed by corn-600-BC, oak-350-BC, and oak-600-BC at
any incubation temperatures (Figure 5B).

The CECp as an indicator of surface charge developed
through oxidation of BC surfaces increased significantly from
808 to 973 mmol kg-1 C when the incubation temperature
was increased from 4 to 60 °C (Figure 5C). The increase in
CECp as a function of incubation temperature greatly
depended on the charring temperatures. CECp of corn-BC
and oak-BC formed at 350 °C changed with a rate of 25 and

FIGURE 3. Remaining C of overall mean (A) and individual BC materials (B) after the first year of incubation. Within panel A, data
points with the same letter were not significantly different. Parameters of the fitted curves are shown in Supporting Information
Table S2. See Tables S3 and S4 for individual remaining C values in the Supporting Information.

FIGURE 4. Proportion of C loss of the BC materials at different
temperatures relative to that at 60 °C.

FIGURE 5. O/C ratios as well as CECp of overall means (A and
C) and individual BC materials (B and D). Within panels A and
C, data points with the same letter are not significantly
different. b is the slope of the fitted curve. * and ns indicate
whether the slope or the difference in O/C ratios or CECp after
and before incubation is significant (P < 0.05) or nonsignificant
(P > 0.05), respectively. See Supporting Information Tables S5
and S6 for individual O/C values and Tables S7 and S8 for
individual CECp values.
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22 mmol (+) kg-1 C °C-1, respectively, much greater than the
materials formed at 600 °C with a rate of 6.4 and 4.7 mmol
(+) kg-1 C °C-1 for corn-600-BC and oak-600-BC, respectively
(Figure 5D). CECp of corn-BC was significantly greater than
that of oak-BC at any charring temperature and incubation
temperature.

With increasing O/C ratios, the remaining C (%) signifi-
cantly decreased and CECp (mmol (+) kg-1 C) increased (P
< 0.001; Supporting Information Figure S5A). Changes in O/C
ratios were also significantly and inversely correlated with
the remaining C content and positively with change in CECp
(P < 0.001; Supporting Information Figure S5B).

Temperature Coefficient (Q10). The Q10 is a quantitative
measure of the temperature sensitivity and describes a relative
increase in decomposition with warming. In the lowest
temperature range from 4 to 10 °C, the Q10 value of corn-
350-BC, 1.6, was much smaller than those of the other BC
materials, varying from 4.2 to 5.8 (Figure 6A). At higher
temperature ranges, the difference in Q10 between the four
BC materials decreased, varying from 1.01 to 1.82, with corn-
350-BC still having the lowest and oak-600-BC the highest.
Relative to the Q10 at 4-10 °C, the Q10 values of corn-350-BC
decreased to a lesser extent with increasing incubation
temperature ranges than those of the other materials (Figure
6B).

Discussion
BC Properties. The chemical, physical and structural prop-
erties of BC were greatly influenced by production temper-
ature and biomass type confirming earlier studies (32-34).
With increasing production temperature, BC materials tended
to condense and increase in aromaticity (35), confirmed by
our NMR analyses. Nishimiya et al. (32) also observed an
increased condensation of aromatic rings as production
temperature was increased to 2000 °C. Similarly, nonpro-
tonated aromatic C increased indicating a significant increase
in the average number of fused aromatic C which comprises
the BC backbone structure (Table 1).

An important difference between corn-BC and oak-BC
was observed in their microstructure (Figure 1). The SEM
images captured from corn and oak materials formed at 350
and 600 °C showed that the tissue structure of the original
plant biomass was retained in the BC materials which showed
thicker wall structures in oak than corn, in agreement with
observations by Brodowski et al. (36) and Kim and Hanna
(37).

At the nanoscale, the C morphology of BC materials has
been characterized by different models, such as a diamond
structure (38), onionlike structure (39), fullerene structure

(40), ribbonlike structure (41), and randomly ordered strip
segment structures (42). Although a BC particle may bear
various nanostructures, C morphology of 600-BC in this study
may have included structures similar to a model by Franklin
(42) for nongraphitizing C, while that of 350-BC was
dominantly amorphous in structure. In general, amorphous
structures were dominant (Figures 2A and C). However, some
ordered parallel structures (Figure 2D), in some cases
including onionlike forms possibly of fullerene type (Figure
2B), were also visible. Bourke et al. (19) did not find fullerene
structures in a range of BC materials using matrix-assisted,
laser desorption ionization coupled with time-of-flight mass
spectroscopy, which suggests further investigation is needed
to fully identify the slightly ordered structures observed in
our study.

The effect of charring temperature has been reported to
include (a) thermal breaking of cross-links connecting
crystallite planes and (b) gradual movement of a whole plane
or a group of planes (42) for a parallel rearrangement of C
layers. In accordance with this observation, BC formed at
600 °C in our study resulted in larger clusters sizes (Table 1),
with an indication of more parallel arrangement than at 350
°C (Figure 2). A greater proportion of aromatic C in rings
(Table 1) and an indication of slightly greater ordering in C
layers of oak-350-BC (Figure 2C) than corn-350-BC (Figure
2) did not lead to an increased degree of aromatic C (Table
1) or parallel ordering of C layers in oak-600-BC (Figure 2D)
than in corn-600-BC (Figure 2B). Rather a greater change in
nanostructures was observed in corn-BC than in oak-BC as
a result of increased charring temperature (Figure 2). Whether
this is a result of the C forms of the biomass or the amount
and type of minerals present requires further investigation.

Regardless of biomass type, the segments of C layers may
first be thermally separated (42) during pyrolysis and move
closer to each other, forming nanoparticles (30), or even join
together, generating longer C layer segments observed at
temperatures above 1000 °C. At our much lower tempera-
tures, a lengthening of C layers can be qualitatively identified,
appearing in strip segments with higher production tem-
perature (Figure 2, comparable to the work of Kercher and
Nagle (21)). Consequently, C concentrations were greater
(Supporting Information Table S1) and clusters were larger
(Table 1) combined with a tendency toward more parallel
structures in 600-BC than in 350-BC (Figure 2).

BC Mineralization and Temperature Sensitivity. The
experimentally obtained values of temperature sensitivity in
this study varied from 1.01 to 5.79 and are consistent with
Q10 ranges from 1 to 8, calculated through CO2 evolution
from incubated soils (43). In addition, Q10 calculated for the

FIGURE 6. Absolute Q10values of BC materials at different ranges of incubation temperature (A) and Q10 relative to that at the
4-10 °C range (B). These values were calculated based on Supporting Information eq S5.
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temperature range from 5 to 15 °C in this study was
comparable to that of about 3.4, reported by Cheng et al. (12)
for hard wood-derived BC. For temperatures between 4 and
10 °C, Q10 values of BC materials in this study ranged from
1.6 to 5.7 and decreased rapidly with increasing incubation
temperature, resulting in lower differences in Q10 values
between materials at high incubation temperatures. This is
consistent with previous studies showing that the temper-
ature coefficient of organic matter decomposition is not
constant but rather decreases as temperature increases
(3, 43, 44).

On the basis of Q10 values (Figure 6) decomposition of
more stable BC materials, such as oak-BC formed at 600 °C
increased to a greater extent as a result of increased
incubation temperature than that of more labile BC materials,
such as corn-BC formed at 350 °C. This finding is in agreement
with other authors (1-3), who hypothesized that the
mineralization of the resistant SOC fraction would be more
sensitive to temperature increases than that of labile SOC.
Likewise, Fierer et al. (45) observed that decomposition of
poorer-quality litter was more sensitive to temperature
increases than that of better-quality matter. Recently Conant
et al. (46) also reported a rise in temperature sensitivity of
soil C decomposition upon depletion of soil labile C.

However, other studies demonstrated different results.
Fang et al. (47) and Czimczik and Trumbore (48) found the
same mineralization rates of labile and resistant SOC pools
with increased temperature, based on an incubation experi-
ment. Similarly, Reichstein et al. (49) showed no difference
in Q10 values of SOC in organic and mineral horizons. These
differences to experiments showing increased temperature
sensitivity with lower C quality were explained by invoking
resource limitation due to aggregation or organo-mineral
interactions (3). This was not the case in our incubation
studies that were conducted in a sand medium.

More labile BC materials (corn-BC) showed a greater
response in absolute C loss, however, to a rise in incubation
temperature than oak-BC at the same temperature range.
This stands in contrast to the greater relative temperature
sensitivity of the more stable oak-BC, as described above
using the Q10 values. This is a result of how Q10 values are
obtained. With a low mineralization rate at low temperatures
(as is the case with the more stable oak-BC), even a small
increase in C loss as a result of a temperature increase would
result in a large Q10 value and vice versa.

The easily decomposing fraction of corn-350-BC was most
sensitive at lowest incubation temperatures (4-10 °C), while
corn-600-BC and oak-350-BC were most sensitive to tem-
perature changes from 10 to 20 °C and oak-600-BC had the
highest portion of C loss at 20 °C (Figure 4). As a result, it may
be assumed that the BC materials may be composed of
different fractions, which differed in their response to
temperature changes. The least stable fraction, which was
decomposable even at a low temperature of 4 °C, was
significantly more abundant in corn-350-BC than in the other
materials. This fraction accounted for about 53% of the total
C loss of corn-350-BC during the first year of incubation. The
most labile fraction at temperatures from 10-20 °C was found
to the greatest extent in corn-600-BC and oak-350-BC,
accounting for 25-27% of total C loss. The stable fraction,
decomposable to the greatest extent at 20 °C, was most
abundant in oak-600-BC, accounting for 25% of the mineral-
ized fraction of the material. The BC fraction that decomposed
at the lowest incubation temperature likely contains mostly
labile compounds, such as alkyl C (Table 1). The fraction
that disappeared at higher incubation temperatures increas-
ingly contains aromatic compounds, which are more resistant
to decomposition. This has to be considered when inter-
preting the Q10 and absolute decomposition rates at different
incubation temperatures.

BC Decomposition Mechanisms. We observed a signifi-
cant relationship between O/C ratio or change in O/C ratio
and remaining C (Supporting Information Figure S5). This
indicates that the major mechanism mineralizing the studied
BC involved formation of oxygen functional groups (some
oxygen adsorption may also play a role (27)) which confirms
earlier conclusions by others (20, 27).

With an increase in incubation temperature from 5 to 30
°C, mineralization of SOC typically shows an exponential
increase (50), whereas at greater temperatures often decreases
in mineralization are observed (23). In contrast, we observed
a continued slight increase in C loss at incubation temper-
atures higher than 30 °C, suggesting that abiotic oxidation
to carbon dioxide likely occurred in addition to microbial
decomposition and may have been dominant at temperatures
above 30 °C (we did not distinguish abiotic and biotic C loss
in this experiment). The importance of microbial decay may
have decreased with a rise in incubation temperature as
shown by Cheng et al. (27).

The micro- and nanostructure of BC is likely important
for determining BC stability, as decomposition first occurs
at accessible sites such as particle surfaces (23, 51, 52). This
may also apply to the edge of individual C layers or to sites
of defect structures in C layers. According to Pierson (see ref
53, p 63), this is due to the greater energy state at the edges
of a layer or at the ends of basal layers than in the basal
plane. Apart from greater mineralization reactions, the
materials having more active sites may also interact to a
greater extent with soil minerals, resulting in better protection
of BC from further formation of oxygen functional groups
and mineralization. However, BC in this study was mixed
with pure sand material; therefore, such protecting mech-
anisms are likely negligible.

The chemical recalcitrance of these nanocomposites is
also a function of the way in which the C-C bonds are
arranged. Corn-BC produced at low charring temperature
had a less ordered structure resembling amorphous C (Figure
2) with lower cluster sizes (Table 1), which likely had a high
quantity of reactive sites, and thereby a low stability. In
contrast, the BC produced at higher temperature (especially
oak-BC) appeared to show a slightly greater degree of order
and larger clusters with greater number of side chains directly
linked to neighboring aromatic clusters, which may explain
the increased stability by a reduction of active sites for
formation of oxygen functional groups and decomposition.
An increase of internal surface area through a less ordered
structure (54) may also decrease its stability. In accordance
with our results, increasing charring temperature typically
shows longer crystallite sizes (35) which even further reduces
the number of active sites (see ref 53, p 64). However, perfect
layers of graphene sheets in graphite are held together by
comparatively weak van-der-Waals forces, whereas unor-
dered turbostratic C or even folded fullerene structures are
much more stable (54).

In addition to the C structure itself, nutrient contents
may also affect BC mineralization. We observed a higher
content of N, K, and Ca in corn-BC than in oak-BC
(Supporting Information Table S1 and ref 29). In fact, Fierer
et al. (5) reported a great increase in CO2 release in subsurface
soil but negligible change in surface soil as a consequence
of N and P addition and they attributed the influence of N
and P addition to an enhanced production of enzymes
required for C mineralization in the nutrient-limited
environment.

Overall, the decomposition over the 1-year period appears
to be high and may be the result of rapid decay of the easily
decomposable fraction of BC as discussed in more detail
elsewhere (29). A rate of decay can not be calculated with
one data point used in our study, and it is not possible to
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predict from our assessment whether the remaining BC will
continue to decompose or persist.

BC oxidation did not only lead to C loss, but also to an
increase in negative surface charge (CECp) likely through
formation of carboxylic groups by oxidation (27) on the edges
of the aromatic backbone as hypothesized by Glaser et al.
(56). Liang et al. (57) confirmed that oxidation of BC was the
main reason for the high CEC of Anthrosols from the Brazilian
Amazon. In this study we also observed a significant
relationship (R2 ) 0.58; P < 0.001) between O/C ratios and
CECp or between the change in O/C ratios and the change
in CECp (Supporting Information Figure S5), indicating the
importance of the formation of oxygen functional groups in
enhancing total negative charge of BC.

In summary, the BC structure and properties were
significantly controlled by charring temperature and biomass
type, which in turn changed the temperature sensitivity of
decomposition. The relative importance of the BC structure
at the micro- and nanoscale, in comparison to the role of
minerals, such as N and K, for BC mineralization is still poorly
understood and requires studies using BC materials con-
trolled for structure and mineral content. Because the studied
BC types contained fractions differing in stability, determi-
nation of Q10 values from fresh BC may interfere with the
changes in properties during incubation. Therefore, studies
of temperature sensitivity targeting aged BC are needed in
addition to those of fresh BC.
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s.org/.
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